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Android., and if those were accounted for, would make us a little bit stronger. The league really goes
in four directions: There are three big teams in the West, three big teams in the East, three big
teams in the West. O'Donnell: Actually, I'm more pessimistic about our chances than you are. The
reason I'm more pessimistic is because I'm looking at what's happened to the teams, in the West
especially. They've had to make personnel changes, and it's taken them a while to get back into the
race. In the West, it's a three-team race between the Lakers, Denver and San Antonio. It's hard to
get any good momentum when you're trailing at the break. Chalmers: I don't think there's any clear
favorite right now. And it could be one of those races where we're talking about it through the
spring and summer. My main criticism of the league is that it has real clear talent, but not real clear
coaching. The talent isn't there, but the coaching is. There are teams like Detroit and Phoenix that
have to play the game well enough in the West, and then there are two [Miami] and two [San
Antonio] that are just good. And that's a problem, because I'm not sure any of those teams would be
able to hold up as a two-seed. The NBA needs to find more balance in its scheduling, because these
conferences are so spread out. Right now, there's a lot of good teams and few bad teams and a lot of
bad teams and few good teams. O'Donnell: My fear is that it'll come down to the field. Teams can
come out and look like they've broken a bad streak, but then they go back to the regular season and
the same thing happens. If it comes down to the fourth quarter of a playoff game and your leading
scorer
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